
 

Our chartity foundation Archa Chantal was starting its 
way in 1993 by Chantal Poullain – Polívková, franch actress 
living in Prague, to improve on interiors of children hospitals and 
others medical institutions. Till now more than 22 projects were 
realized in public medical facilities all around  Czech Republic, at 
the cost of 46.000.000,-CZK. 

All tendency of charity foundation Archa – Chantal leads to 
make a kind place which positively touch the hearts of kids and 
their psyche. After theese ganges children become the part of 
magical world. By this game our smallest pacients can easily 
face up to their illnes, standing in a hospital, can get rid of thein 
stress, and being without parents is much easier for them. This 
magical world help to rehabilitation being successful more than 
we think it is possible. 

Individual  projects of  single ward are designed by 
artists and architects, including all needs and wishes of 
those wards. Child psychologists, doctors and nurses 
usually help us too.  

Every new design of our project is original and their 
realisation is complete – from reconstructions of interiors as 
a building parts till the smallest details – everithing in perfekt 
harmony. 

At the begining it was so dificult enforce the using 
some nice colors in hospitals. But step by step it started to 
be easier and our project were founded as a great idea how 
to help our children to stay in medical centres and don´t 
loose their childhood for this time.  

Our fee is not money, but the moments when small 
pacient would like to book his favourite  „green“ room for the next theraphy, becouse he likes 
it the most. Or he likes the playroom with a lots of toys so much, that he doesn´t want to go 
home. That is the real award we can got and that it the sence of our trying to help to our 
children. 

www.archa-chantal.cz  
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